
SASC Admin  Notes
Date: April 3, 2022
Open of meeting: 11:02 AM
12 Concepts read by: I have no idea

Admin topics
1. NA meeting Crazy NA wants to join Area
2. Storage locker keys and their distribution
3. Phone numbers and emails of GSRs in the minutes
4. Quarterly admin budget
5. Motion Errors
6. 11.4.1 on doing admin audit doesn’t exist.
7. Online version of the grievance procedure

Announcements:
● We will be taking CAR votes at Area today
● Jake RCM 1 running admin today and will facilitate Area later
● Best practices documents should be worked on and turned in before the end of

our terms!

Topic 1: Crazy NA wants to join at Area

Cracy NA meeting were invited to participate today via Admin and Activities because they are
interested in joining AREA

They sent an Email.  “5 am 945 am originally in Spokane but when Pan hit the official meeting
split, since then cont to meet, done service, done an NA a than. We have some members in the
pacific northwest but most of us are spread across the US. We voted to join the Seattle NA
Area. We realize that many of us would have to do service far outside of our area, but we think
it's worth it. Whole group took a Vote that said they wanted to be a part of an Area”

Yas had, prior to the admin meeting today, given a response stating that we(SASC and GSRs)
are currently meeting online but will be switching to Hybrid. If they are still willing to participate
then they are welcome.

Topic 2: The keys

Tony(Literature): I got the keys, went up to storage to make sure they work. There are 4 of
them. Just haven't gotten them to Tyler as of yet but will get them to him soon. Just looking for a
reimbursement form.



Artemis(Unity Day): as far as keys go, are they new keys, we will need to get in for unity day.
Is it a new lock?

Jake(RCM 1): Yes, when we moved storage units we had misplaced a bunch of keys, so we got
a new lock and new keys.

Tony(Literature): I can bring it to you at the Monday meeting.

Artemis(Unity Day Chair): Yes I’ll be there.

Topic 3: Phone numbers GSRs

Jake(RCM 1) - So we try to leave phone numbers off, but I don't see why emails would be an
issue. I have another concern, but it would put more work on sec. It would be more work. Travis
asked me if I wanted to be in the minutes. I said yet, groups contacted me. So maybe we could
have 2 versions of minutes, 1 with numbers, 1 without. 1 sent to members

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): Its hand to have the email address. It's useful if we have a
question or something, it's easy to contact them. Or if someone says a meeting hasn't been
online for a while. The phone numbers, do we really need them. Also i have looked through
guidelines, but i don't see anything saying we don't publish them

Mario(Sinac Liaison): I've never heard of an issue with it, and it's never come up that someone
brought to Area.

Jake(RCM 1): I just know in the past we have posted flyers and it's been an issue of putting a
number vs not.part of me understands why we wouldn't post numbers online. When we print our
schedules our information is out there. Numbers, emails etc.

Tony(Literature): I seem to remember at some point we didn't put the numbers and emails out
there because the positions continually change. Not to say other positions dont change.

Tony(Literature):I don't mind my number being out there, but when I had that issue with
literature I started getting a lot of calls even after a form had been made. To get on a group text
thing with multiple people is cumbersome. As far as responsibility, with admin, I certainly don't
mind. It can be given in the chat, or there can be a list. But a broader range can be Chaotic.

Artemis(Unity Day Chair): I was told by Ray W we don't put our numbers out because people
get wacky and sometimes do weird things.



Topic 4: Quarterly Admin Budget:

Tyler(Treasurer): So the last 12 months average is 911.16 and our 10 percent 91.11 our QT
total is 2460$

Meg(Assistant Treasurer): Our previous budget for QT 2 1200 $

● PR: 1200.00$
● RCM: 120$
● RCM 2: 120$
● Recording Sec: 50$
● Fellowship Development: 50$
● Treasurer: 50$
● Assistant Treasurer:

Admin:The QT 2: admin budget was 651.00$
QT3: 870$

Jake(RCM 1):So since we are going back to hybrid, how much is that going to affect our budget

Tyler(Treasurer): We pay the storage space and then we have the rent for the church which
has been 150$ in the past.

Public storage: 245$
Zoom account: 16$
Church: 150$

Quarterly expenses in person is about 1536$

Part of that is because Admin gets whatever is left. But the budget doesn't have anything to do
with our balance in the General fund.

Jake(RCM 1):alright just wanted to make sure we will be covered and OK.

Tony(Literature): Do we have the number for Literature?

Tyler(Treasurer): We are still working on that, it's a different calculation. We will let you know.



Tyler(Treasurer): We will have higher costs when we go back to in person, but I would think we
will also have more Revenue when we are back to in person(as we have had higher revenue in
the past).

Topic 5 Motion Errors

*There were three motions included in the minute for March but only one motion was Valid. Two of the
motions were turned in after the deadline at Area(Must be turned in to the chair, Vice chair, or Recording
Secretary before open share) and thus were not Valid.

Jake(RCM 1): Yas had been asking for a 24 to 48 hours buffer of the Secretary Where the Sec
would have to send in the minutes ahead of time so that they can be “reviewed” so that these
mistakes don't happen anymore.

Travis L(Record Secretary): I explained that there is already a solid due date for the recording
secretary in for the minutes and asking for a “buffer” basically moves up that dead line which is
unfair for me and my position. As is , I usually turn the minutes in early and ask for feedback. So
any issues anyone may have had could have been brought up, but weren’t. In addition I resent
the implication that all of the issues have fallen squarely on me and my position, as a number of
things that have come up have been things outside of my control or miscommunications. The
motions in question were sent to me by the chair to be included in the minutes. I’ve taken
responsibility for plenty of mistakes but to blame me for everything isn’t right. Saying that I need
to have someone look over my shoulder while I work or that I need to turn things in earlier is not
a fair solution. Anyone who wants to can contact me with input and changes.

Jake(RCM 1): I totally get it. And if it's not in the guidelines you don't have to do it.

Topic 6: 11.4.1 on doing admin audit doesn’t exist.

The chairs will be responsible for doing an audit with the admin. What is the audit schedule so
we can fix the guidelines? Does Tyler or someone else know what it is? Tyler just keeps getting
thrown under the bus here.

Tyler(Treasurer):11.4, I cant speak to why the section is missing. My suspicion is that the
section of 11.4.1 might have been removed inadvertently when they were doing an update to the
guidelines. Because the contents go on to describe even when the audit should be scheduled.
Which should be the month after an outgoing Treasurer or Chair. That can be easily checked
with Naomi. I'm certain Naomi would be willing to respond if a question was posed. As far as I
know I'm seeing language in there that I would expect to see talking about the schedule but I'm
guessing something just got taken out accidentally.

Tony(Literature): Can I ask what part we are talking about right now? I’m looking at the copy I
have right now.



Tyler(Treasurer): Alright I’m looking at the most recent version approved online. It looks like it is
in there or was, but I'm not sure.

Jake(RCM 1):It looks like it was a formatting issue.

Tony(Literature): I’m Unable to find it(the missing guidelines)in this copy of the minutes

Topic 7 Online version of the grievance procedure

General Consensus: It would be really nice if a grievance section could be put on the site with
the guidelines on grievances and a form for people to fill out.

Gwynnds(Web Coordinator): Yes I can do that.

Jake(RCM 1): Sweet! That was really easy…Alright well If you guys can do that. Awesome.


